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ABSTRACT 

In this atmosphere-ocean-Iand coupled model, two basic ideas are developed, One is that the observational climate 

field is utilized and only the anomalous components are predicted. The other is that the transient Rossby wave is treated 

as the meteorological "noise" on the long-term variation that must be predicted in a climate forecasting. According to the 

latter, the transient Rossby wave can be filtered by omitting the partial derivative with respect to time in the atmospheric 

vorticity equation. 'But the time derivative term is still kept in the thermal equation for underlying ocean and land. With 

this assumption, the vorticity equation becomes time-independent, i.e. it is only a balance relationship between the 

anomaly geopotential height field and earth's surface heating field. This model is different from the usual GeM, so it 

may be called as the filtered anomaly model (F AM). 

A dozen examples of one month prediction are summarized in this report. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that in the present stage the usual GCM includes many high-frequency 
dynamic events that are intrinsically unpredictable on longer time scales than about two weeks. 
It is conceivable that one of the possible numerical models for monthly and seasonal forecasts 
would explicitly filter out those high-freqency noise. Considering that the characteristic period of 
transient Rossby wave is about one week, it will certainly have more important effects on short-
term numerical forecasting, however, this is in doubt whether it is still one of the important 
factors for monthly or sea,sonal climate forecasting For instance, some successful examples of 
monthly and seasonal forecasting have been obtained by the synoptic-statistical method in which 
the running mean on the metorological data is taken into account. It could easily be 
comprehended that, if the time scale of running mean is longer than the characteristic period of 
transient Rossby wave, say 10 days, the latter will automatically be filtered to some extent. 

According to the idea mentioned above, the authors suppose audaciously that, compared to 
the monthly and seasonal variation, the transient Rossby wave in a dynamical model can be 
considered as the high-frequency meteorological noise and can be filtered out. We noted that 
Monin (1972), Opsteegh and Van Den 0001 (1980) also described a similar idea for making long-
range forecasting [1.21~ In fact the practical F AM had been developed (Group of LRF, 1977, 
1979; Chao et al 1982) [3-51 and more than a dozen examples of one month prediction were 
given (Miyakoda and Chao 1982)[61, particularly, the spect~cuhlr month of January 1977 was 
predicted in GFOL/NOAA (Chao and Caverly 1981)[71. AIl these examples of one month 
prediction are obtained by one level model for the atmosphere, and the time-step of prediction 
just takes one month. 

However, the skill of prediction of those examples reported in Miyakoda and Chao's paper 
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is lower than that of the persistance except for a few examples[61• Recently. the predicting method 
of this one level model was improved and the skill of prediction clearly showed its advantages. 
In the following sections the new predicting results will be introduced. 

II. MODEL 

One of the essential ideas is that, since the climatology is already known, why do people 
introduce errors in the forecast trying to predict it? On the anomaly model system, the 
climatological component can be removed from the total field equations by dividing all the 
system variables into their climatic and anomalous components and the observational climate 
values are utilized. Formally, this results in the separation of the total field equation into 
dependent climatic and anomalous system. This procedure is the same one used by Reynolds to 
remove the turbulent component from the time mean flow. Unlike Reynolds, however, we are 
only interested in the time evolution of the anomaly rather than the mean or climatological flow 
which is supposed well known. Since the climatic components are assumed time independent for 
short period, say 1 to 3 months, this equation system can be ignored leaving only the time-
dependent anomalous system. Usually, the equation for the anomaly includes the Reynolds term, 
but these terms are not considered in the present model, and besides the current model uses the 
geostrophic approximations. 

In x,Y,p,t coordinates, the vorticity equation and the first law of thermodynamics become 
respectively 

d ow 
d/' +f)=/ op , (1) 

dT 0 oT 1 * k' 
--(1 w=-(k +kR)---(T -1;)+ T ,+-5, 
dt p op p op tR pCp 

(2) 

where 5 is the solar radiation, k' is the absorption coefficient of the short wave radiation; and the term 
with parameter kp denotes the sensible heat exchange; the condensational heat exchange is 
proportional to thOe vorticity, and T* is a parameter with temperature dimension; the terms dealing 
with parameters kR and rR come from the radiative heat exchange according to Kuo's scheme (1968) 

and J: is the temperature of the environmentl81. 

It is assumed that the climatic monthly mean process satisfies the following equations: 

(0 0 0) ow 
at +U ax +v oy (' +/)=/ op , (3) 

(
a 0 0)- a aT _ - k' -;-+u-;-+v- T-!1pw=-;-(kp +k Rh-+ T*( +-5 .. 
ut uX oy up up PCp 

(4) 

Here we assume the reference temperature J: to be equal to the climatic monthly mean air temperature 
T. 

From these equations mentioned above, the anomalous vorticity equation and the first law of 
thermodynamics become respectively 

(5) 
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---(k +kR}- -- --+-- +--=-aw'---(AtP'). (
d a 0 )otP' (au otP' ovotP') I otP' R1'* 
dt op' op cp op ox op oy tR op , pi (6) 

Eliminating w' from Eqs. (5) and (6), we obtain the non-adiabatic vorticity equation that is one of the 
major equations in this model, as follows 

--- - - - --+-- -fR- - (AtP') 1'1. a [d (OtP') (au otP' OVOtP')] a (1'*) 
a, op dt op op ox op oy op pa, , (7) 

where the bar and prime quantities refer to the climatological and anomalous components respectively, 
in which the geostrophic approximation 

, I 0 tP' 
U=---I oy' 

I a tP' 
v'=--

I ox' 
ov' ou' 1 

r=---=-AtP' ox oy I . 

and the hydrostatic relation 

, p otP' 
T=---

R op 

d 
are used. The operator - and other symbols are 

de 

do _,0 _ ,0 
-=-+(u+u) -+(v+v) -. 
de at ox oy 

and 

if = o(~ +f) 
Px ox' 

IT = 0«( +f) 
P, oy , 

(8) 

The other symbols are: tP', the geopotential height anomaly; a" the static stability; e., saturation 
vapo~r pressure; ii •. saturated specific humidity; Ib' an empirical constant with the dimension oflength; 
R, the gas constant; C" specific heat; L, latent heat and.r. the Coriolis parameter. 

The other prognostic equation in our system is the thermal equation for the underlying ocean and 

land 

01T; _ ~ aT. = ~ [O(if., T;) + (01/1;, T. + T;)] = H I 
oz'1. K. oe K. o(x,y) o(x,y) : (9) 

where T. is the anomalous temperature of ocean or land, and () = 1 for ocean, () = 0 for land. If. . the 
climatological ocean stream function, can be calculated from the climatological monthly mean ocean 
current, and the anomalous part 1/1; can be calculated using the Ekman wind-driven theory. 
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where r. is the anomalous temperature of ocean or land， and d = 1 for ocean， d = 0 for land.に， the 

climatological ocean stream function， can be calculated from the climatological monthly mean ocean 

current， and the anomalous part t/I; can be calculated using the Ekman wind-driven theory. 
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At the surface, the following heat balance is used as one of the boundary conditions for Eq. (9) 

z=o, (10) 

where K r =kJ p 2g2, G, and G2 parameterizes the evaporation and effect of cloudiness upon the 
radiation balance, respectively, and the explicit expressions of them are 

h
oT III • • • 

were y= - oz ' ~~o IS an emplOcal parameter and 

Ro=(So+so)(1-a)C.-7C j , 

in which So and So are total direct and diffused radiations respectively; 7 is the effective radiation; a is the 
earth's albedo; c .. C j are the coefficients showing the effects of absorption medium on the radiation. It 
states that the anomalous cloudiness is proportional to the vertical velocity on the top of boundary 
layer, furthermore, according to the theory of boundary layer the latter is proportional to the 
geostrophic vorticity on the earth's surface. 

Another boundary condition for Eq. (9) is 

(or z = - H, the depth of mixed layer), 
(11) 

The second important idea of this model is as follows. It can be shown t~3t there are two basic 
types of dynamical processes corresponding to different time scales by analysing the !inear case of this 
atmosphere-occan system, the fast on.: with a period ofthl! orc!.:r of one week, in esse ace, is the transient 
Rossby wave, the other is slow with a period of the order ofsever:!l mor.t~s. It is e:!sily l!r:cerstood that 
the slow one is produced by the heating of ocean, or generally s::>ea~{ing, by t~e ir.teraction of the 
atmosphere and ocean (Chao et a!. 1982; Group of LRF 1977)!Ul. Owing to t!-:e bet that the growth 

rate of the shorter time-scale waves is about one order of magnitude larger than !r.:it of t~e long time-
scale waves, probably, this is one of the difficulties for the long-range !:umerical forecasts, because the 

evolution of the long-r~nge process of smaller am;>litude will be dis~orted by the short-range process 
with large ampJ:t~je. O~e way to ove~col!le this difficulty is to f!!!er out these high-frequency dymmic 
events from the numerical model of lon~-range or shor~-I.er~ c!irn2te fo~~,;~srin~. T~!s is jllst the 
method th:!t we have been using. A simp!e method offilt~rin~ is that we m<ly o'T'it the t~rm of local time 

variation in vorticity e(I'J~tion for the ~tmo'ipher~. i.e. the o!'erator (8) becomes 

D ( ,0 ') j} -- = ii + u ) - + (!i + u -. 
Dt c.x ny (12) 

It is equivalent to replacing Eq. (7) by the relation betwee:n the field of atmosnheric flow ano th:lt ofthe 
heatihg sOIJrce. The eql!ilihrium rell!tion may be c~l!ed the aoapt~tion eouation. PhysiralIy, it means 

that after the dispersin~ by transient Ro,\sby wav!!. an adjust.ment relationshio ~twP.en the 

geopotential hei~ht field and the heating field can be establi~hed. It should ~ noted that althollgh the 
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vorticity equation for the atmosphere becomes stationary, the total atmosphere-ocean-land coupled 
system still varies with time, because the coupled thermal equation for underlying is time-dependent. 

Based on these ideas mentioned above, a predicting method of monthly mean anomalous state of 
earth's surface temperature as well as the geopotential height of the atmosphere is developed. At first, 
we may predict the earth's surface temperature field by Eq. (9) with the boundary conditions (10) and 
(11). Once the temperature of earth's surface anomaly temperature is obtained, the anomalous field of 
'geopotential height can be calculated by the adaptation equation with relevant boundary conditions. 

Considering that the vertical motion is zero at the sea level without the mountain influence, by 
applying the condition to Eq. (6) at sea level and replacing the reference temperature ~ in Eq. (2) by the 
earth's surface temperature T.= T&+ T ... and assuming T= Tp and because, in addition, there is no 
condensation at sea level, we have 

at P=Po, (13) 

This is one of the boundary conditions for solving the adaptation equation. At the top of the 
atmosphere, we have 

p=O, (14) 

And if the vertical motion as well as the condensation also disappear there, then from Eq. (6) we have 
another boundary condition 

p=o, (15) 

With these boundary conditions the multi-levels version for adaptation equation can be obtained. 
Particularly, the one-level version for the atmosphere is simple as (Chao et al. 1981, Group of LRF 
1979)[5.4) 

D aq,' oq,' 
- aq,'+/f --/J --Kaq,'=FT. Dt Y ax x oy .. (16) at p = 500 mb. 

where ---------.....----
F =FR/1rpP~TR >0, K = -bfRoO (~*»O . 

p pap 

III. EXAMPLES OF ONE MONTH PREDICTION 

The original predicted method is that at first, we may predict the earth's surface temperature 
including land and ocean both by the thermal equation with the boundary conditions and the relevant 
initial conditions as well as the corresponding monthly climatic data. The time step of integration just 
takes one month for one month prediction of earth's surface temperature. The corresponding 500 mb 
anomalous height of the same month is calculated by the adaptation equation in which the predicted 
earth's surface temperature is utilized. 

Using this method, the early predicted results of 12 examples were described in the paper 
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of Miyakoda and Chao (1982) by the correlation coefficients between the prediction and 
observation (lver the Northern Hemisphere [61, these results are also described in the column B 
in Table 1. Apparently, the predicted skill is not higher. even the average skill is lower th.an that 
of the persistance. 

Table 1. Correlation Coefficients of the Anomalous Fields between the Prediction and Observation 
over the Northern Hemisphere. 

Case~ T: Prediction Penist. t/J' Prediction Persist. 

A· B" A· B"· 
Jan.-Feb. 1976 0.40 0.07 -0,01 0.11 -0.16 -0.13 

1977 0,36 0.18 0.25 0.42 O.os 0.34 

1978 O,SO 0.29 0.58 0.48 0.12 0.30 

April-May 1976 0.21 0.20 0.16 0.44 0.30 0.25 

1977 0.40 0.33 0.:18 0.33 O. ;11 0.07 

1978 (tAO 0.25 6.:11 0.05 Q.OS Q,19 

July-Aug 1976 O.IS 0.15 0,27 0.33 0,;.>9 0.47 

1977 047 0.26 0,46 0.43 0.17 0.42 

1978 0.43 0.28 0,40 0.20 0.16 0.28 
Oct.-Nov. 1976 0,57 0.32 0.50 0.55 0.16 0.21 

1977 -0.09 -0.01 -0.05 -0.18 -0,19 -0.07 

1978 O.lS -0.01 0.30 0.34 -0.06 0.32 

Average 0.35 0.19 0.31 0.29 0.09 0.22 

A If I \l/c"time step. 
B*" one-time step. 

The new i[[1proved method is that for one month prediction, the (lne-time step of one-
month predi<:ti(ln is replaced by tW(I·time step in (lDe--month. prediction, i.e. the time step takes 
half a month. The corresponding 12 examples are re-calculated by this method. and the results 
for 7;' and 1>' are much better than the early ones. The reaults are shown in Table 1 (column A), 
and the average correlation coefficients for predicting 7;' and 4>' are 0.35 and 0.29 which are 
higher than th,at of the persistance 0.31 and 0.22 respectively. 

An example is provided for <:omparing the predicting results of the present and old 
methods. Figs. l(a) and l(b) are the prediction of 7;' and t/I' in February 1978 by the two-time 
step meth(ld and Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are the prediction of T. 'and .p' by the original method. The 
corresponding cbart~ of observation are ~hown in Figs 3(a) and 3(b). Comparing the~e charts, we 
can see that the predicting results of present method are better than those of the original one. In 
this example, the correlation coefficients between the prediction and observation are respectively 
0.50 and 0.48 for predicting 7;' and ¢>' which are higher than those of the original one 0.29 and 
0.22. 
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Fig l(a). Predicted anomalous field of earth's surface 
temperature in February 1978 (two-time step). 

Fig. 2(a). Predicted anomalous field of eanh's surface 
temperature in February 1978 (one-time step). 

Fig. I(b). Predicted anomalous field of SOO mb height in 
February 1978 (two-time step). 

Fig. 2(b). Predicted anomalous field of SOO mb height in 
February 1978 (one-time step). 
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Fig l(a). Predicted anomalous ficld of earth's surface Fig. I(b). Predicted anomalous field of 5∞mb height in 

temperature in February 1978 (two-time step). February 1978 (two-time step) 

Fig. 2(a). Predicted anomalous field of eanh's surface Fig. 2(b). Pr叫 ctedanomalous field of 5∞mb height in 

temperature in February 1978 (one-time step). February 1978 (one-time step). 
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Fig. 3(a). Ob)Crvcd anomalous field Q( (:a.tth·s surface 

tem~r.trure in Febr\lU)' 1918 

Fig. J(b). Observed anomalQlIs flcld of 500 mb height 

In Fcbruary 1918. 
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In order 10 test the ability for predicting the blocking event. some results are given. A 
spectacular blocking event over the west coast of America lasted for four months. November 
1976 to Feburary 1977. The best developing month was January 1977 which bad been predicted 
by GCM of GFOL as well as by th~ FAM in GFOL,Princeton University (Chao and Caverly 
1982, Miyakoca and Chao 1982) 1'.61. An interesting and important point i:i that the GCM and 
the f AM, in essence, are 'i~ite dl!ferer:t, yet the pred~ctiDg results in both models are similar to 
each other In Ihe map of monthly anomaly geopotential height of 500 mb. Can we predict the 
formation of thIs blocking process by the F AM yet? Fig.~a), 4{b) and 5(a), 5(b) are the predicted 
charts as well as the corresponding observations in November 1976. The comparison shows that 
the general situation of predictions is in agreement with the observations in the blocking region. 
The correlation coefficients of the predicted anomaly fields for 7;' and t/>' ar~ 0.57 and 0.55 
respectively, and those of the persistances are 0.50 and 0.21 respectively. 
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respectively， and those of the persistances are 0.50 and 0.21 respectively. 
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Fig. 4(a). Predicted anomalous field of earth's surface 

temperature in November 1976. 

Fig. 5(a). Observed anomalous field of earth's surface 
temperature in November 1976. 

Fig. 4(b). Predicted anomalous field of 500 mb height 
in November 1976. 

Fig. SIb). Observed anomalous field of 500 mb height 
in November 1976. 
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Fig. 4(a). Predicted anoma1ous lield of earth's surfa，∞ Fig. 4(b). Predicted anoma1ous lield of 5∞mb height 

館mμraturein November 1976. in November 1976. 

Fig. 5(a). Observed anoma1ous lield of earth's surface 

temperature in November 1976. 

Fig. 5(b). Observed anomalous lield of 5∞mb height 

in November 1976. 
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IV. CONCLU~laNS 

A~OtdiBg to the ~u1b obtained above, W~ bclleve mat the. F AM ~ the potential ability 
for 10ng-filDse forecasts. Particularly, this can san tUne in computing.. For eumple, 60 houn 
(Advanced ~entific Computer iD hi.nceton) arc needed to obtain the 5OJIlbon of the case or 
January 1977 by GeM, but only 15 seconds arc needed in the same case by FAM. The main 
disadventage of this anomaly model is that the solutions dcpcDd in certain degree on the 
parameterization and the val~ of physical paramccc:rs of energy sour~ surface boundary 
forcing, and ifttemal forcing efl'ecU. On the other 1Ladd. the intluencn or puteau as well as 
tro~ia.l ~ should be CX)DSi~«ed. All thes.c probmus ca..a be im~toveG in future. 

The author 0\.0 is gratd'u1 to Pwr. M,yakoda for his valua~k comments and many lbPk' to Pro[ Smqorimty 

for his support when Chao visited GFDL 
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